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SUMMARY  The boundary of  a  distributed denial of  service  {DDoS)
attack, one  of the most  threatening attacks  in u wired  network,  now  ex-

tends  to wireless  inobile  networks,  following the appearance  of  u  DDoS
attack  tool targeted  at mobile  phones, However,  the existing  defense mech-

anisms  against  such  attacks  in a  wired  network  are  not  effective  in a wire-

less mobile  network,  because of  differences in their characteristics  such  as

the mobile  possibility of  attack  agents.  Jn this paper, we  propose a proac-
tive defense mechanism  against  IP spoofing  traMc for mobile  networks.  IP
spoofing  is one  of  the features of  a DDeS  attack  against  which  it is most
dificult to defend, Among  the various  mebile  netwerks,  we  focus on  the

Network Mobility standard  that is being estab]ished  by the NEMO  Wbrk-

ing GToup in the IETF, Our defense consists  of  fo11owing five processes:
speedy  detection, filtering of  attack  packets, identification of  attack  agents,

isolation of  attack  agents,  and  notification  to neighborjng  [outers. We  sim-

lllated and  analyzed  the effects on  normal  trathc of moving  attack  agents,

and  the  results of  applying  our  defense to a mobile  network.  Our  simulation

results  show  that our  mechanism  provides a robust  defense.

kay words:  IVletu,orkMobiliry (IVLEMO), mobile  network,  IP  spoofng  trtdi7e,

dqfensemechanisntneighborgraph

1. Introduction

Currently, DDoS  attacks  are  considered  one  of  the most

threatening of attacks  against  wired  networks,  because of
consuming  critical  resources  at the target within  a  short

time, and  causing  network  congestion  en  route  from the
source  to the target. TIhe damage from DDoS  attacks is no
longer limited to wired  networks.  [[hough the functional-
ity of  most  mobile  devices is extremely  limited and  largely
non-programmable,  the first virus  targeted  at  mobile  phones
has already  appeared.  In addition,  the SMS  (Short Message
Service) flooder has emerged  as  the first DDoS  attack  tool

against  mobile  phones. The potential hazard is not  only  the
bJocking of  communications  but also the high financial cost

when  pricing is usage-based  [1]. The  damage  is expected

to become increasingly serious  as mobile  devices become
high-perfOrmancemachines.

    Long an  issue of  interest, network  mobility  technol-

ogy  is now  being realized  with  the foundation of the NEMO

(Network Mobility) Wbrking Group (WG) in the IETF  (In-
ternet Engineering Tlask Force). This WG  is concerned  with

managing  the mobility  of  an  entire network  that changes,

as a unit, its point of  attachment  to the Internet. The WG
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defines NEMO  as  
"NEtwork

 MObility" or  
`Ca

 NEtwork that

is MObile." Most importantly, a  NEMO  can  be nested  in

anotheT NEMO  and can  be multihomed.  This structure  pro-
vides  one  or  multi-hop  wireless  links, as  well  as  a  tree-like

hierarchy.

    Tlie characteristics of  a NEMO,  the multi-hop  wire-

]ess links and  mobiJity,  pose many  security  challenges,  like
the case  of  a mobile  ad  hoc network  (MANET) [2]. More-

over,  existing  centralized  approaches  to security  on  a wired

network  are  ineficient on  a  NEMO,  because of  the possi-
ble problems posed by high mobility  and  scalability. Cell

phones and  smal1  routers  can  become mobile  routers  (MRs)
that provide the features of  a  NEMO,  and  most  mobile  de-
vices  have limitecl processing power, Therefore, the security

mechanisms  on  a NEMO  should  be light, for the low power
consumption,  but also  robust.  The damage by compromise

of  a  mobile  IPv6  node  may  become bigger due to its mobil-
ity, but especially  compromise  of  a  MR  that performs basic
NEMO  operations  can  also  compromise  all  the nodes  un-

der its charge  in the  NEMO,  causing  fat more  widespread

damage than in a MANET,

    Of the  many  possible features of  DDoS  attacks,  source

IP address  spoofing  is among  the most  common,  IP spoofing
creates  particular diMculties fbr netwerk  managers,  because
it increases the number  of  fiows by  varying  the source  ad-

dress and  concealing  the identity of  the attack  agent.  DDoS
attacks  using  IP spoofing  also pose a  threat in a NEMO  even

with  IPSec (IP Security Protocol) [3], where  detection of

and  defense against  such  attacks  is fatr more  dificult due
to the fact that the attacker  can  move.  Also, even  though

there  is the trust relationship  between all nodes  in a  NEMO
through authentication,  or CGA  (Cryptographically Gener-
ated  Addresses) approach  [4] generating a random  inter-
face identifier is used,  they are  not  enough  for preventing IP
spoofing  attack, because the execution  code  of  attack  agent

can  be infi1trated into nodes  through their security  holes 1ike
worm  vlrus.

    In this paper, we  will  simulate  and  analyze  the effects
of  an  IP spoofing  attack  on  a mobile  network.  Through
the simulated  results  and  the characteristics  analysis  of  a

DDoS  attack  on  a  NEMO,  we  will adapt  and  extend  previ-
ously  proposed detection and  identification defense mech-
anjsms  against  spoofing  packets on  a wired  network  [5], to

the NEMO  environment.  A  previously proposed mechanism
was  implemented, tested using  strong DDoS  attack  tools on
a  real netwotk,  and  confirmed  to be an  effective  design. Ini-
tially, we  set  the followjng design goals for defense against
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IP spoofing  attacks on  a  wireless  network,  particularly on  a

NEMO..

 Speedy detection ancl filtering of  the source-side  net-

  work  as  soon  as possible
.  Identification and  isolation of  attack  agents  for im-

  mediate  fo11ow-up measures
.  Notification to neighboring  MRs  to proactively isolate

  the attacking  traMc

    This paper is divided into five sections.  In Sect. 2, we
explain  the basics of  attack  and  NEMO.  Section 3 introduces
the proposed defense mechanism.  In Sect.4, we  evaluate

our  mechanism  and  explain  our  analysis  Qf  the simulation
results,  Finally, we  present a brief conclusion.

2. Background

2.1 DDoS&SpoofingTraMc

DoSPDoS  (Symbol 
`1'

 means  
LPCslD'

 in this paper) attacks
compromise  the availability of the network  resource  as  well

as  the system  resource  itself. Because DDoS  attacks  usually

use  norinal  protocol packets like legitimate users,  the de-
fense against  these attacks  is not  enough  with  the intrusion

prevention techniques enly, such  as user  authentication  and

encryptlon.

    The conventional  mechanisms  to mitigate  the dam-
age  by DDoS  attacks  in the wired  network  are  classified

into three  categories:  detection as a first proactive defense

[6], fiZtering such  as ingress-based scheme  [7], and  trace-

back (identifcation) [8] as  a  reactive  scheme  to identify the
routers,  which  are the cJosest  te the tme  erigins  of  attack.

1[Ihese various  mechanisms  contributed  to a defense against

DDoS  attack,  but some  mechanisms  have the drawback such
as the requirement  of  wide  deployment, scalability  prob-
lems, limited features to only  specific DDoS  attacks, or a

mass  of  wasteful  overheads.  Especially, because these con-
ventional  mechanisms  have  no  consideration  for the mov-

ing possibility of  attack  agents  and  wireless  environment  of

nodes,  they  are  insuMcient for a  defense agai  nst such  attacks

on  a NEMO  environment.

    One reason  that DDQS  attacks  are  very  threatening is
the spoofing  feature. It makes  it.dificult to find the origin
of  attack  agents,  and  also increases considerably  the  number

of  flows in a  few minutes  through varying  source  IP address
and  sourceldestination  port. Representative DDoS  attack

tools in the Internet provide even  the  automated  spoofing

feature as  well  as the control  feature for spoofing  level, to

pass the attack  trafic at  the ingress!egress filtering routers.

Tb  date, these DDoS  attack  tools on  the mobile  IP net-
workfNEMO  did not  appear,  but the emerge]ce  of  more  in-
tellectuaJ and  automated  spoofing  attack  abusing  mobility

might be expected,  as the Mobile IPINEMO  would  broadly
be deployed.

    Although  it is mandatory  for MRs  to perfbmi the
ingress filtering on  packets received  from the Mobile  Net-

work  in thc basic NEMO  protocol [9], it may  be insuthcient
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Fig, 1 Flow  count  jn the normaVattack  case.

35

f6r defending against  the whole  spoofing  packets. Even if
the router  performs ACL  (Access Control List) or  uRPF

(unicast Reverse Packet Filtering) that checks  whether  the
source  address's  reverse  path matches  the input port, a lot
of  spoofing  packets can  actually  pass through  it because
some  DDoS  tools provide 

L:in-prefix"

 spoofing  that uses  a

topologically correct  prefix and  non-existent  interface D.
As  an  experimental  result,  we  can  get Fig.1 which  is the

flow count  gathered at the access  router  connecting  our  uni-

versity  network  to the Internet, covering  about  50eO hosts
and  performing the ingress filtering. We  performed the in-

prefix spoofing  attack  with  TFN2k  DDoS  tool, one  of the
most  threatening  attack  tools, as an  attack  scenario  the at-

tack agents  were  located at our  internal network  and  a  vic-

tim is located at  the external  network.  From  results,  we

could  know  the spoofed  packet considerably  increased the
fiow number,  and  well-spoofed  attack  traMc  can  pass the
ingress filtering router  besides,

    Secondly, to examine  how  many  flows are  generated
through  an  attack  tool, we  perfbrmed the TFN2k  DDoS  tool

at the Pentiurn IV (CPU 1 .9 GHz, 10flOO ma  EtherneO. As
the result,  the  tool generated the 6212 fiows pera  second  in
the TCP  flood attack  case, and  the 13454 fiows per a second
in the UDP  flood attack  case. This fiow count  can  ovediow

the equipment  such  as L4 switch  within  a very  short  time,
moreover  make  the network  down.

22  MobileNetwork

A  mobile  netwotk  includes one  or  more  MRs  that connect

to the global Internet in order  to provide session  continuity

and  access  fbr al1 nodes  in the  NEMO,  even  as the  network

moves.  The NEMO  WG  is extending  Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6)
[10] fbr network  mobility,  providing backward compatibil-
ity with  MIPv6. There are three types of  nodes  in a NEMO:
local fixed nodes  (LFNs), local mobile  nodes  (LMNs), and

visiting mobi]e  nodes  (VMNs). A  node  of  any  of  these types
may  be either  a host or  a  router.  A  LFN  and  a  LMN  belong
to the mobile  network,  The  LFN  does not  move  topologi-

cally with  respect  to the MR,  but the LMN  does. A VMN
can  move  topologically  with  the MR,  and  its home  link does
not  belong to the mobile  network.  MRs  access  the Internet
from access  routers  (ARs) on  visited  links, Figure 7 depicts
the  general composition  of  a  NEMO.  Our defense assumes

that all types of  nodes  could  be abused  as attack  agents.
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 date, several  drafts regarding  NEMO  security  have
been submitted;  most  relate  to support  of  the secure  ba-
sic NEMO  protocol, or  to the protection of  control  mes-

sages  such  as  binding update  (BU) messages.  The basic
requirements  of  AAA  service  for supporting  network  mo-

bility have also been introduced. However, even  if control
messages  are  protected by encryption  or  authentication,  the
compromise  of a  MRInode  can  spread  a spoofing  attack  to

the whole  NEMO  via  abnormal  data trathc. Also, as  the
state  of  art research  topics for NEMO,  routing  optimiza-

tion  and  load sharingfsession  preservation mechariisms  have
been proposed, but the study  on  propeT security  mechanisms

on  NEMO  is necessary.

2.3 NeighborGraph

Mishra  et  al. [11], [12] introducedanovel  data stmcture,  the
IVleighbor Gmph,  which  captures  the mobility  topology of

a  wireless  network.  Using this data structure,  they showed
the reduction  in the  authentication  time  of  an  IEEE  802,1 1
handoff by proactively distributing necessary  key material

one  hop ahead of  thc mobile  user  [1 1], and  the fast hand-
off by pre-positioning the station's context  ensuring  that the
station's  context  always  remajns  one  hop ahead  [12]. This

proactive neighbor  cashing  scheme  was  adopted  as  an  IEEE

standard,  Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP) specification

[13], which  is a standard  protocol for the communications
between APs.

    Mishra  et  al. defined an  AP  neighbor  graph  G=(V, E)
where  V={api, ap2,..., op.} is the set  of  all AP  (Access
Point)s, and  there is an  edge  e=(api,  apP  between api and

apj if there is some  path of  motion  between them. They de-
fined the association  pattern r(c) for client c  as {(api , ti),

(ap2, t2),･･･, (apn, tn)}, where  api is the AP  to which  the sta-
tion reassociates  (new AP) at time ti, and  {(api, ti), (api+i ,

ti.i)} is such  that the handoff occurs  from opi to api+iat  time

ti+i. This neighbor  graph ean  be rnaintained  either  in a  dis-
tributed fashion by the APs  or  in a centralized  manneg  and

autonomously  learned and  maintained  through an  802.1 1 re-
association  request  frame containing  the address  of  the old
AR  or  a  Move-Notij}, message  of  IAPP  (sent from an  AP  to

the old AP  during a reassociation).

3. ProactiveDefenseMechanism

This section  presents our  overal1 defense architecture.  Our
defense against  spoofing  traffic on  a  mobile  network  con-

sists of five parts: speedy  detection, filtering of  attack  pack-
ets, identification of attack  agents  or NEMOs  including at-

tack agents,  isolation of  attack  agents'  trafic in the lower
layer, and  notification  to neighboring  routers,  The last two
steps are especia)ly  important on  a mobile  network  in order
to decrease overall  damage, owing  to the wireless  errviron-

ment  and  the mobility  of  nodes,  respectively.  Although there
can  be spoofing  in several  layers, we  assume  that the spooe
ing traMc is spoofing  the source  IP address,  as in the case
of  DDoS  attacks  in wired  networks.  This defense could  be

adapted  to handle spoQfing  of  other  layers in the same  man-

ner. Also, we  assume  that the defense rnechanism  is applied

to the source  network,  Although it would  be possible to
use  the defense mechanism  in the target network,  using  the

defense at  each  source  network  is more  eficient  and  can  de-
crease  the damage  before the target is shut  down, We  will

explain  each  part of  our  defense against  spoofing  traMc in
the fo11owing sub-sections.

3.1Detection &  Filtering

As it is very  diMcult to prevent spoofing  attacks,  the first

priority is the rapid  detection, In a NEMO  environment,  we

cannot  assume  that  there is at least one  detection agent  per
router, because a NEMO  can  be very  small, as with  a RAN

(Personal AreaNetwork). Therefbre, we  consider  two  cases:

in one  case, al1 MRs  perfbrm detection and  fi]tering; jn the

other,  one  agent  per AR  perfbrms  these  roies,

    In the first case,  MRs  can  check  the outbound  pack-
ets choosing  one  of  two  different detection mechanisms,

according  to the number  of  served  nodes.  For the speedy

detection, these mechanisms  are  situated  at the source-side

network  frem the attacker  (spoofing-agent) point of  view  be-
cause  the damage of  most  spoofing  attacks  starts from the
outbound  attack  packets that are fbrwarded into the Inter-
net.  One method  uses  the  configured  network  addresses  and

the other  uses  the rate of change  of  IP addresses  for a single
MAC  address.  Each  attack  detection condition  is shown  in
Figs. 2 and  3,
    Tlhe first method  makes  use  of  the characteristic  that

most  spoofing  attaek  tools rotate a specific range  of IP ad-
dresses as  the source  address.  Thus, these spoofing  ad-

dresses include one  or  more  non-configured  address,  such  as

a router  address,  denied address  (e.g. rnulticast address),  or

a  ditferent subnet  address.  This method  is similar  to Ingress
Filtering [7] and  uRPF  (unieast Reverse Packet Filtering)

(slPeCAi)OR(sll'EDAi)OR(slPERAi)

-  sM:  Source IP address  ofapacket

.  CAi={CaT, Ca2..,,,Cak }: Configurable IP uddresses  as soarce

  address  in the shared  media

- DAi;{Dal,  Da2,...Dat}: Denied IP addresses  as  source  ad-

  dress in the  shared  media

.  RAi={Ral, Ra2,..,,Ra.}/ Directly connected  router  IP ad-

  dresses

Fig.2Detectionconditionusingconfigurableaddressinformation,

[t[slPl,srmCllPi 
-

 t[slP2,sMACI]Pj1  s  Tcne.rate

.  sMAC:  Source MAC  address  of  a packet

.  t[sJII srmC]ny':Time  of  discovering the  packet i7 having sif'
  and  sfiMC,

.  Tcng.rate: UppeT  threshold for change  interval for spoofed

 packets, This is the change  interval (seeonds) of  source  IP ad-

  dresses for a source  MAC  address,

Fig.3address.Detection condition  using  change  rate  of  IP address  for a MAC
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that are representative  methods  for defending against  spoor

ing attack  in the  recent  Internet. However,  mostly  Ingress
Filtering set by ACL  (Access Control List) at the router
checks  the only  network  prefix, thus actually  it may  pass
over  in-prefix spoofing  packets as results of  Fig.1. 0ur
method  is not  novel,  but we  emphasize  the necessity  of

monitoring  configured  addresses  like Fig. 2 in detail, This
method  needs  to discover configured  address,  router  ad-

dress, and  denied address.  In a NEMO  environment,  when

a NEMO  attempts  to become nested,  its network  addresses

can  be conveyed  to its parent MR  or  AR  as  a  step  in the
handoff. The first method  may  not be as fast as the second,
but the required  storage  is smaller  and  middle  MRs  in the
nested  structure  can  easily  perform the detection feature us-
ing the same  mechanism.

    However, it is not  that the first method  can  detect all
spoofing  packets at source  side  or  be used  at  al1 cases.  If

privacy extension  [14] or  CGA  approach  [4] which  generate
arandominterfaceidentifiertoprotecttheprivacyorsupport

the security  respeetively,  are  used,  the first method  could  not

be used  due to the frequent change  of  source  address.  Also,
this method  has the weakness  in the case  that both spoofing
source  address  and  victim  address  are configured  address,

that is, both attacker  and  victim  are  included in the source

side  network,  For the stronger  detection, the second  method

uses  the characteristic that the source  MAC  address  does not
change  during an  IP spoofing  attack,  although  spoofing  at-

tack tools rapidly  change  the source  address.  [[bst results
indicate that the rate  of  change  is about  O.074 milliseconds
for the TFN2k  DDoS  attack  tool. Therefbre, the admissible

Tc.grr.at. can  be set to an  interval such  as 2 s (seconds), con-

sidering  that a  person changes  the IP address  of  a machine  or

L4], [14] are used,  taking at least few minutes. This method

provides the faster detection, but it is limited to monitoring

general server  hosts because routers  fbrward packets with
various  source  IP addresses  for the same  MAC  address.  lf a
middle  MR  in a nested  NEMO  uses  this method  as the de-
tection feature, it should  determine whether  the served  node

is a MR  or  a  general host, in the handoff process. Also,

this method  should  specially  manage  the hosts using  the IP
aliasing  at  an  interface, But, because each  IPv6 router  can

know  the multiple  addresses  of  the hosts using  the IP alias-
ing in the auto-configuration,  the MR  can  treat in disregard
of  the change  to aliased IP addresses  for a  MAC  address.

For these two  methods,  proper and  fast detection has been
established  using  well-known,  powerfu1 spoofing  tools on  a

real  network  [5].
    In the case  explained  aboye,  all MRs  perfOrm detection
and  filtering. This assumption  is ideal, but is not  always the
reality. The possible detectionlfiltering/identification pro-
cesses  of  the second  case  are explained  in the next  section.

make  the identification, that is, to find the real  IP address  of

an  attack  agent,  the defending agent  should  have an  fi'2MAC
table  that includes the  mapping  of  an  IP address  to a  MAC
address.

    As explained  above,  when  alI MRs  perform  the defense
feature, a  MR  can  quickly deterrnine the  attack  agents  by

using  an  LP2MAC  table. However, as second  case  if only
one  detection agent  per AR  perfbrms the detection feature,
the detection agent  needs  to determine the MR  that includes
the  attack  agent  by means  of  its ff'2MAC  table. In this case,

it notifies the MR  of  the detected attack  in order  to transfer

the  identification job, and  it filters the traMc  from the MR
that includes the attack  agent  until it finds the exact  attack

agents, This detection and  notification  work  is iterated over

the downward  path of  nested  NEMOs  unti1  it finds the attack

agents, When  the MR  finds the attack agents, it notifies the

parent-MRs  regarding  the  identification, with  a  request  to

fbrward the normal  traMc of the NEMO.  If this notification
is conveyed  to the  first detection agent,  only  the attack trafic

is fi]tered.

    The result  of  isolating attack  agents'  traMc  in the lower
layer is that the MAC  layer denies grant of  the channel  to the
attack  agents;  for example,  in the case  of  802.11, it refuses
to send  a  clear  to send  (CTS) message  in response  to a  re-

quest to send  (RTS) message.  This is important in a wireless
environment  that uses  a  CSMAICA  (Carrier Sense Multiple
AccesstCollision Avoidance) like 802.1 1 because granting a
channel  to attack  agents  considerably  affects the transmis-
sion  rate of  other  nodes,  even  while  filtering of attack  traMc

occurs  at the IP layer.

3.3 NotificationtoNeighbor

This part of  defense against  attack  is specific  to a  NEMO,
and  is necessary  because NEMOs  that include attack  agents,

or the attack  agents  themselves, can  move  to other  MRslAR.

We  assume  that mobile  router  should  authenticate  a served

mobile  node  before it is handoffed, thus  all nodes  in a

NEMO  can  tmst each  other  after  successful  authentication

from parent node.  Therefbre, there is a trust relationship
between neighbor  MRs,  Tb  decrease the time for detection
and  identification at the handed-off parent MRs!AR,  the first
agent  that detects and  identifies the attack  agent  provides
its neighboring  MRslAR  with  infbrmation about  the attack

agents, such  as the real IP or MAC  address.  If all MRs  are

performing  the  defense feature and  the attack  agents  are  mo-

bile, the MR  handling the attack  agent  provides the subse-

quently affected  MRslAR  with  the attack  infbrmation about

the attack  agent, If there is only  one  detection agent  per AR,
it provides the neighboring  detection agents  with  the attack

information,

3.2 Identification&IsolationofAttackNodes

A]though IP spoofing  makes  it diMcult to defend against
DDoS  attacks, it is important to quickly and  accurately  iden-
tify attack  agents  in order  to minimize  possible clamage. [Ib

How  the neighbor  graph creates

    There are several  ways  to make  the neighbor  graph.
First, in the case  of  using  the IEEE  802.11 wireless  LAN
and  IEEE  802,lf inter-AP Protocol as the layer 2 proto-
cols, reassociation  request  message  and  move  notij}J mes-
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E'SPOIZ34SE7S901

TypeLellgthR

Reserved

TBA(Te  Be  Assigned)
8 bit unsigried  integer indicadng the 1ength in octets  of  the
option  excludmg  the type and  length fields, Set to 18,
The  Mobile Rouier Flag is set  to indicate to Pareni MR?AR
that this message  is frorn a  Mobile  Router. Ifthe flAg is set
to D, the Ptuent-MRfAR  assurnes  that the Mobile Router is

just behaving as  e, Mobile Node.

This field is unused  for now.  The value  MUST  be initialized
tozerobythesender,andMUSTbeigrioredbytheTeceiver,

IP  Address  ot  Old Parent-MR

Fig.4

A  l6 byte field contains  the Mobile Rauter IP Address
beforehandoff.

  Old parent-MRis P  address  opti on  format.

sage  can  be used  for creating  the  neighbor  graph like

[11],[12]. However, layer 2 protocol fbr constmcting  the

NEMO  can  become other  protocols, fOr example  the ll]EE
802.15,3WPAN  (Wireless IAN), IEEE  802.15.4 Low-bit
WPAN  fbr internetworking with  sensor  network,  and  so  on,

TIhus, the support  of  higher layer is necessary,  but this sup-

port should  not  burden on  the wireless  communication  and

wireless  device. Therefbre, we  design this job extending  the
IPv6 messages.

   IPv6 originally  provides a way  to keep track of  which

neighbors  are reachable  by ws  (Neighbor solicitation), M
(NeighborAdvertisement), RS (Router Solicitation), and  R4

(RouterAdvertisement) messages  [15]. The infbrmation of

DDoS  attack  agents  can  be obviously  notified  to all of  reach-

able  neighbors  in the transmission range.  However, if we
would  know  the  movement  pattern of  attack  agents  or  pos-
sible  neighbors,  we  could  not  only  minimize  the required
bandwidth for notification, but also  minimize  the precess-
ing overhead  fbr the defense in the case  that each  router  per-
fOrms the defending mechanism  after a central system  trig-

gers. Possib]e neighbors  are reachable  routers that handoff
can  occur,  and  are  decided according-to  the layout of  geog-
raphy,  street, or indoors. Thus, like Fig.4, we  add  the old

parent-MR's IP address  into an  option  field of  RSXNS mes-

sage  or DHCP  request  rnessage  in order  to inform their pre-
vious  parent MR's  IP address,  because the handoff finishes
after getting the CoA  (Care of  Address). With this simple

option,  a central  defense system  per AR  can  grasp the neigh-
boring relationship  between MRs,  or the movement  pattem
per each  host in detai1. However, in the case  that all MRs
are  perfbrming the defense feature, move  notij5i  message  at

the IP ]ayer should  transmit to the old  parent MR  after the
handoff finishes, in order  to report  the 

"movement

 to" infor-
mation.  It can  be constituted  as a simple  message  that the

new  parent MR  notifies  its own  address  to the old  parent MR
for the new  joining host.

   In the case  of  stateless  auto-configuration,  if,a
VMNIMR  moves  inside the domain of  another  MR,  it can

  /i
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'"
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iwa
''
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  Phijsical topology ef  train artd statien

 Fig.5

Correspendingneighborgraph

An example  placement of  ARslMRs and  the neighbor  graph.

get its new  CoA  from a periodic Re4 message,  or a RA  mes-

sage  fbr its RS  message  and  perfbrms the DAD  (Duplicate IP
Address Detection) by NS  message  in order  to check  the du-

plicate. Then, it adds  the previous parent MR's  IP address
in the option  field of  Rsyws message  in order  to inforrn a

new  parent MR  about  old  parent MR.  Thus, if a parent-MR
receives  this information, it updates  the association  pattern
F(c) for client or neighbor  graph, after it monitors  the an-
swer  of DAD,  Then the new  parent-MR sends  the move  no-

tij5, message  to the old  parent-MR  in the option, as it needs.
Lastly, the notified  old  parent-MR updates  the association

pattern F(c) for client or neighbor  graph.
   If we  consider  the placement of  ARslMRs  in a  train and

a station scenario  as shown  in Fig. 5, the systems  of  passen-
gers and  MR6  belonging to crew  can  move  between four
cars  of  the train or  tolfrom station. However,  MRI  belong-

ing to engineman  stays  mainly  at the first car of the train, or
station, We  can  build the corresponding  neighbor  graph like
Fig. 5, according  to the path of  motion.  Tn the case  of statefu1

auto-configuration  like using  DHCR  a moved  mobile  node

can  inform its old parent MR's  IP address  in the option  field
of  DHCP  req"est  message  in the process of  getting CoA.
Processes after receiving  this information are  similar  to the

stateless  case. Also, since  the space  for neighbor  graph is
limited, the entTy  of  table can  be managed  in a  Least Re-

cently  Used (LRU) fashion.
   According to the management  capacity  of  each  MRs,
it can  only  manage  a list of neighbor  MRs  instead of  the

movement  pattern of  each  VMNpaR,  or this neighbor  graph
can  be managed  in the centralized  sty]e by an  AS (Authen-
tication Server) or  AR  (Access Router). Thus, if a  VMN
rnoves  to the administration  domain of  the AS, AS  keeps
track of  the path information per each  moving  VMN  through

the process of  authentication.  In this case,  if a  MR  detects

the DDoS  attack, it can  request  the AS  to notify the candi-
date neighbors  of  the information for attack  agents,

4. Evaluation

We  suggested  the architecture  for defending the spoofing  at-

tack that consisted  of  five processing steps. In this section,
we  will eyaluate  the performance of  each  step  from  the var-

ious points of  view.

4.l Detection &  Idcntification Speed

First, we  consider  how  quickly the  spoofing  traMc can  be

detected, Our previous evaluation  of  detection performance
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in a  wired  network  resulted  in detection and  identification

times of  less than 50ms  (mi11iseconds) for all three sug-

gested schernes  [5]. Although  the environrnent  considered

here is wire]ess  rather  than  wired,  the detection and  identifi-
cation  mechanism  for a MR  is almost  the same  as  the mon-

itoring agent  in [5]. This result is dependent on  the number

of  received  packets, the capacity  of  the monitoring  agent,

whether  the  IP addresses  of  attack  packets are  entered  in the

JP2MAC  table in the case  of  scheme213  [5], the spoofed  ad-

dress, the speed  of  attack,  and  so  on.  In order  to explain

this relationship,  we  define the symbols  that we  use  in the
equations,  as shown  in Fig. 6.

    There are two  ways  to detect a spoofing  attack  such  as

the one  described in Sect. 3. 0ne  way  is to use  network  con-

figuration information. In this case,  we  can  represent  the

relationship  between the detection /identification time and

infiuential elements  as  shown  in Eqs. (1) and  (2) in Fig. 6.
Another way  is to check  the rate of change  of source  IP
addresses  for a  given source  MAC  address.  We  can  rep-

resent  the relation  between detection time and  influential el-

ements  as shown  in Eq.(3) in Fig. 6. In this case, the iden-
tification time  dQes not  need  to include additional  time, be-
cause  the agent  can  immediately determine the IP address  of

the DDoS  attack  agent  in the detection process. Of course,

these upper  bound times can  decrease if the sets (e.g. CAi)
or  IP2anC  table are  managed  as  a  tree data structure.  For

example,  Eq. (3) can  be changed  into Eq. (4).

Tdt  s  zaTcmp･ICAil+uTcmp･IDAil+uTcmp･IRAil+Tsp

       zaTcmp  
-
 (rCAil + PDAi] + IRAil) +  Tsp

Tidents  uTcmp･IIP2MACI-isThere(macAdr)

Tclt <  uTcmp-lfP2MACI･2+Tsp

Tdt <  ,tTcmp-Iog(IIP2MACI)･2+Tsp

(1)(2)(3)<4)

.  Ildt: Time fordetecting spoofing  attack

.  ndent: Time for identifying the real P  address  of  speefing  at-

 tack  agent

.  "7bmp:  Unittime  t'orcomparing llVMAC  addresswith  an  entity

 of  address  set (e.g, CAi)
.  isTkereCmacAdr): a  function that retums  1 if there is an  entry

 for a  MAC  address  in the ll'2ma4C table, otherwise  O. ff this

 function eutputs  O, the iclentification process fails,
.  Tsp: Spent time that the first spoofing  packet appears  after  the

  attack  is rnounted

.  ll'2rmC/ P  &  MAC  address  mapping  table  that the detec-

 tionlidentificationagentmanuges

Fig.6 EquatipnsrelatedwithdetectionVidentificationspeed.

4.2 SimulationResults

At first, we  configure  a simple but general simulation  net-

work  with  reference  to NEMO  standard  document [9] as
shown  in Fig,7. In order  to analyze  the infiuence on  a

NEMO  of  spoofing  attack  traMc  and  the effect of  our  each

process, we  simulate  it with  GloMoSim  (Global Mobile In-
formation Systems Simulation Ljbrary) that provides a scal-
able  simulation  environment  for wireless  and  wired  network

systems  [15]. The terrain of  simulation  network  is (2600
meter,  400 meter).  For routing,  we  divide the who]e  ter-

rain into 104 sub-terrains  as a100-meter  unit, and  the  italic

number  in a  sub-terrain  indicates the number  of  sub-terrains.

Thus, the traMc of a node  locating in sub-terrain  1, 2Z 53,
79, 80, 81 or 82 would  be fOrwarded to MR5,  and  the parent-
MR  of  a node  locating in sub-terrain  2, 3, 29, 30, 54, 55, 56,
57 or 58 is MR3.  We  depict a zone  of  sub-terrains  served  by
each  MR  wnh  a  bold line.

    For generating attack  traMc, we  configure  five moving
attack  nodes  (node O,17,18,19 and  23) and  one  stationary

attack  node  22. Three moving  attack  nodes  start  to move  at

(50,50), (350,250), (950,250), (50,350), and  (850,350) re-

spectively  at  the start of  simulation  by the random-waypoint
way  with  a minimum  speed  (1 meter  per sec) and  a maxi-

mum  speed  (20 meter  per sec),  Each  attack  node  starts  to

mount  the IP spoofing  attack  to node  1 at 10, 20, 30, 40 and

5e seconds  in order  of  node  O,19,17,18 and  23, and  they  fin-
ish to attack  at l20 seconds.  TIhe stationary  nede  22 starts
to mount  the attack  to node  1 at 120 seconds  until the end

of  simulation.  This attack  traffic is generated with  60B UDP

traffic in O.2 milliseconds  interval, These parameters are ori-

ented  from the experiment  of  real  IP spoofing  attack  tools at

Fig, l. Also, as  normal  traMc, node  21 continuously  sends

node  1 CBR  (Constant Bit Rate) traMc  of  1460B in O.2 mil-
liseconds interval at the start of simulation  until the  end  of

simulation.

    Wt) apply  the second  defense deployment. That is, AR2
and  AR9  only  perfbrm the defense features at the first time,
and  then hand  over  the  identification feature to child  MRs

when  detecting the attack  in order  to find the exact  attack

agent.  We  set  CSMA  for the wired  link and  802.1 1 b for the
wireless  link, thus the link bandwidth is 1 1 Mbps.

    First of  all, Fig. 8 depicts the thrwarzling Ilacket Count
at  AR219 and  MRs  as  simulation  time  (unit is second)  goes
by, performing defense features step by step. In Fig. 8(a),
because of  no  action  for defense, the trafic of  nodes  are
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Fig.7Simulation netwerk  configuration.
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MR6,  at  around  60s and  80s. These  decrease situations

occur  in the case  (b) and  (c) also, At around  55s, attack
agents  move  within  the NEMO  of  AR9, thus  the  forwarding

count  of  AR9  increases considerably  at that time. As the

first defense, L3 filtering filters out the attack  traMc  mostly

as  shown  in Fig, 8(b). However, the trathc of  AR2!MR6
is fluctuated also,  as  the start  of  attack  and  the rnobility of

attack  agents.  Figure 8(c) shows  that L2 isolation can  mit-

igate their influence. Straightforwardly, while  the sum  for
forwarding normal  packets of  MR6  is 19579  in the (b), the
surn  is 22878  in the (c). Therefbre, L2 isotation makes  the

perforrnance of  normal  trafic enhance.  For comparing  re-

sults befbre and  after  the appLication  of  IVbtifcation, we  de-

pict (d) as a log scale  graph of  (c).
    As  the final defense, Notijication decreases FFP

(Fkeulty florwarding Ilackets) that is a  packet count  of fbr-
warding  the attack  trathc. Due  to IVbtijication, the decrease
in FEP  value  is 41%, and  moreover  the decrease amount
would  enlarge  in the real network  due to severer  attack, a

number  of  attack  agents,  and  more  complicate  network  con-

figuration, In addition  to, we  perfOrTn a  t-test with  the FFP
value  of  Figs. 8(d) and･8(e)  for comparing  the difference be-

tween  FEP  values  before and  after  an  intervention of  Afoti-

,fication feature, The t-test procedure produces a p-value of
O.0267 less than significant  level 0.05, thus  we  can  conclude

that the intervention of  IVbtptcation feature produces statis-
tical]y significant improvements in the FFP  value.

g8mle'genpgie'iLtod

   50 SimuSatlofiTirne(sec) 10S

(d) L3  FilteringtL2 rsolation

15e

Defense Ability &  Overhead  of  IVbtijication

    In order  to evaluate  our  proactive IVbtijication feature
usjng  neighbor  graph, we  eompare  it with  other  possible
variants, NOTII  and  NcrI]I2. They are  different in whom
a detecting node  is notified to, For example,  if AR2  would

detect an  attack,  it would  notify  to MR2!314!5!6!7!8 in the
NOTII, to MR314  in the NcrI]I2, and  to MR3!4!617  in the
NOTI3.
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Fig.8 Ebrwa  nting thcket Count at  the  routers  <Legend of  (b),(d) and  (e)
is the same  as  (c)),

fiuctuated from 10 s in which  node  O starts  to attack,  as  at-

tack agent  moves,  For example,  node  O and  19 move  near

to MR3  at around  30s, and  their traMc  through MR3  com-

petes with  the trafic of  AR2. Thus, the trafic of  AR2  de-
creases  deeply at that time,  Due  to the similar  reason,  the
traMc of  AR2  decreases deeply in comparison  with  that of

.  NOTII:  Notification to al1 MRs  under  the AR

. NOTI2:  Notification to its parent and  child  MRs

e  NOTI3:  Notification to moying  possible neighbor

  MRs  using  neighbor  graph

    We  use  the fOllowing criteria  to compare  the perfbr-
mance  and  eMciency:  CNTIL and  FFP. CN7:L (Control mes-

sage)  measures  the number  of control  messages  to need  for
notification, which  indicates the overhead  for notification

feature. As  the perfbrmance of  notification, FFP  measures

the sum  of  forwarded attack  packets at  each  router.  Basi-
cally,  this experiment  uses  the network  configuration  and

scenario  of  Fig. 8, but we  simulate  during 1000 s for enough
simulation  and  yary  four parameters that could  affect the

eMciency  of  Nbtipcation: (1) number  of  stationary  attack

agents  and  their deployment types, (2) number  of moving

attack  agents,  (3) movement  speed  of  attack  agent,  and  (4)
number  of  nodes  in a NEMO,

    Firstly, to examine  the effect of  the number  of  sta-

tionary attack agents  and  their deployment types (Disper-
sion  and  Concentration), we  gradually add  stationary  attack
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agents  to a moving  attack  agent  at the node  O. Figure 9
depicts the effect as CIV7:L and  EFP. The value  in the paren-
theses indicates the number  of  attack  agents.  As the nurn-

ber of  attack  agents  increases and  they  disperse, the CN7Z

and  17FP increase. NOTI2  has the smal]est  CiV7:L value,  but
NOTI3  using  neighbor  graph has mostly  the smallest  FlilP
value, Also, as the number  of  the attack  agents  increases
and  they disperse, NOTI3  has better performance and  less
oyerhead  than  NOTI1.  The  effect  on  the number  of  moving

attack  agents  is shown  in Fig. 1O. As the nurnber  of moving

attack  agents  increases, the CNTI/EFP  of  NCfTII rapidly

increase. The defense performance of NOTI3  using  neigh-

bor graph is more  prominent  in the enyironment  of  many

existing  moving  attack  agents.

    In Fig. 1 1 , as  the movement  speed  of  two  attack  agents

(e,g. (a) human  speed,  (b) motorcyclefcar)  increases, CiVTL

and  FFP  also  increase because of  frequent handoff. NOTI2
has the smallest  CNTL  value  in all speeds,  but the FFP
of NOTI2  increases most  steeply  as the speed  increases.
NOTI3 using  neighbor  graph has the smallest  FFP  value

and  increases rnost  gently as  the speed  increases, although

resulting  in the a little high CAJTL value  at the high speed.
In conclusion,  when  we  consider  the obtainable  benefit (de-
crease  of  FFP) with  overhead  (ewIIL), NorI3  is the best
solution  even  at  the high speed.

    Lastly, Fig. 12 depicts the effect on  the number  of  nodes

in a  NEMO,  We  combine  two  NEMOs  ofAR2fAR9  in Fig, 7
into a bigger NEMO  in order  to enlarge  the netwotk  size at

this experiment,  and  mount  the attack  by a moving  attack

agent  based on  simi]ar simulation  scenario  using  fbr Fig. 8.

As the number  of  nodeslMRs  is 1arge, the CN7L  of  NOTII
steeply increases because of  the notification  to al1 MRs  un-

der an  AR, as we  expect.  On  the other  side, the increase
degree of  FEP  value  for three  Nbt(fications is similar, but
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  Fig. 12 CNTI] and  FFP  vs. the number  of  nodes  in a NEMO,

NOTI2  has the largest FFP  value.

    In conclusion,  we  can  get two important points about

notification  feature. Firstly, IVbtijication feature strengthens

the defense mechanism  in comparison  with  perfbrming only

three defense features (detection, L3  filtering and  L2  isola-

tion) especially  against  mobile  attacks. Secondly, NOTI2
notifying  only  to parent and  child  MRs  has the smallest

overhead  (CIV71L) for all parameters, but its defense ability

(MP) is not  good relatively.  In the view  of defense ability,
especially  NcrI'I3 Tnakes  a conspicuous  figure in the severe

attack  by lots of  attack  agents  such  as DDoS  attack, and  in
the attack  by fast mobile  nodes.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we  have proposed a  mechanism  that rapidly
and  proactively defends against  IP spoofing  attacks  on  a mo-

bile network.  The defense mechanism  consists  of speedy

detection, filtering of  attack  packets, identification of attack

agents,  isolation of  attack  agents,  and  notification  to neigh-

boring routers, Of greatest importance on  a  mobile  network

are  the processes of  isolating attack  agents  in layer 2 and

notifying  neighboring  routers.  Filtering layer 2 access  au-

thorities in order  to isolate attack  agents  can  minimize their
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effects on  normal  trafic transmission.  If attack  agents,  or

a NEMO  that includes attack  agents,  hand off  to neighbor-

ing networks,  the neighboring  routers  can  proactively cut

off the attack  traMc, thus minimizing the extent  of  the dam-
age,  For the notification  to proper neighboring  routers,  we

designed the neighbor  graph managed  with  the extension

of  IPv6. We  have also considered  the diMculty of deploy-
ing defense agents  on  each  NEMO,  as the capability  of  a

NEMOIMR  can  be small,  and  we  have  therefore suggested

steps  to defend against  a spoofing  attack  when  there is one
representative  defending agent  per AR,
   We  have  also sirnulated  our  mechanism  on  a mobi]e

netwotk,  in order  to analyze  the influence of  an  attack  and  to

prove the possibility of a speedy  and  proactive defense. The
results  showed  that filtering the access  authorky  of  layer 2 to
isolate the attack  agents,  as  well  as  filtering the attack  trafic,

decreased the attack's influence on  normal  trafic transmis-

sion. Finally, we  obtained  a  maximized  defense result  with

the proactive notification  feature, and  compared  our  notifi-

cation feature with  two possible variants  by four parameters,
Especially, the notification  to moving  possible neighboring
MRs  especially  made  a  conspicuous  figure in the severe  at-

tack by lots of attack  agents  such  as DDoS  attack,  and  in the
attack  by fast mobile  nodes.
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